
Heavy metal, table
design Diesel Creative Team

With its unfinished, roughly artisanal appearance and visible welds and its familiar, vintage-inspired design,
Heavy Metal is a lamp with two souls and an absolutely unique personality.
The metal used to make it undergoes a special treatment which alters its surface in a different way every time
and warms up its burnished colour with shades of blue, green and ochre. The wrap around, intimate effect of its
bottom up light is also warm.
Heavy  Metal  is  available  as  a  table  lamp and  a  floor  version  in  which  the  lampshade  is  supported  by  a
three-legged structure with two practical circular storage surfaces - ideal near a sofa or an armchair.



Heavy metal, table
technical info

Materials

Colours

Description
Table lamp with direct and indirect light.
Steel base and diffuser, which undergo
several acid-etching processes and are
subsequently coated with transparent liquid
paint. The turning is achieved with artisanal
mechanical machining, the irregular welds
are hand-made forming an integral part of
the decoration. The plate that covers the
light source is made of sand-blasted
tempered glass with the name of the
collection: “Diesel * successful living“
silk-screen printed in yellow. A satin finish
borosilicate glass cylinder protects and
screens the light source; electrical cable
and dimmer both black. A washer with the
Diesel log in satin finish aluminium
decorates the electrical cable outlet on the
base.

: Acid-etched steel and
silkscreen-printed glass

: Black

Brightness
semi-diffused and direct down light

Heavy metal Weight
net kg: 5,50
gross kg: 7,70

Packing
vol. m³: 0,077
n.boxes: 2

Bulbs
- alogena energy saver 1x150W E27 with
dimmer included

Cables

Certifications

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly istructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/D20301EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/D20302EN
http://qr.foscarini.com/D20303EN


Heavy metal, table

Diesel Creative Team

In 2009, Foscarini signed a partnership agreement with Diesel as
part of the "Home Collection" home furnishings and lifestyle
project. This partnership has given Foscarini the opportunity to
make contact with a new target clientele and explore new lifestyles
and furnishing trends through a collection conceived by Diesel for
its own target group: "Successful Living from Diesel with
Foscarini".

The Diesel with Foscarini collection speaks a range of different
languages - from rock to pop, industrial to vintage, graphics to art -
to illustrate the unmistakable Diesel lifestyle. Ironic, transgressive,
eclectic, incandescent, the collection is made up of over 40
different lamp models. The collection is structured into a range of
forms, materials and intended uses, lending itself to unexpected
and unconventional settings, from domestic to public
environments, always with a strong personality. The materials
selected and researched for Foscarini, and perhaps even more so
in the Diesel with Foscarini collection, are of the utmost
importance. Materials which have never before been used in the
lighting industry are the collection’s added value.

table floor
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